
Math Madness Games 

1.  Match to Make Eleven: 

Lay out three rows of three cards each, face up. Then check to see if you can find any two cards that 
add up to eleven. If so, remove those cards and set aside. Replace them with new cards from the deck. 
Continue until you run out of cards or can’t make any more matches. 

2.  Race to 100: 

Flip a card and add its value to your running total. First person to reach 100 without going over wins!  
(Remove face cards for younger players; use these values for older kids: Jack-11, Queen-12, King-13, 
Ace-0.)    

3.  Game of 21: 

The objective is to add cards to total 21 or as close as possible without going over.  Number cards have 
their face value, jacks, kings and queens are worth 10. Ace can be either 1 or 11 and the player who 
holds the ace gets to choose the value of the card.  Each player (including the dealer) gets two cards.  
The players put their cards face up.  The dealer has only one card face up.  The dealer goes to each 
player one at a time. The player needs to decide if they want another card or will stay with what they 
have. You can have as many cards as you like as long as you don’t go over 21.  The dealer does this with 
every player. Players are not competing against each other, but against the dealer.  The dealer then 
turns over their other card and needs to decide what to do. If the dealer has 16 or under then they 
must take another card.  If the dealer has 21 (Ace and a ten value card) the dealer wins.  If the dealer 
goes bust then everyone else wins. 

4.  Flip & add or subtract: 
Remove the face cards from the deck. Flip a card. If it’s red, add one and say the amount out loud. If 
it’s black, subtract one. Get it right? You get to keep the card! 
 

5.  Go Fish for 10: 

Deal each player 7 cards.  Take turns asking, “I have a 2. Do you have an 8 to make 10?” Change aces to 
1 for this game and leave face cards out entirely.  The winner is the player who has the most matches. 

6.  Gain or Loss: 
Each player starts with 15 points. Player one flips a card (remove face cards or assign them point values 
first). If the card is black, they add it to their total. If it’s red, they subtract it. Highest point total when 
all the cards are gone wins! 
 

7.  Turnover & Add or Multiply: 
Players pair up. One player flips two cards from the deck. The first player to multiply (or add, 
depending on what you want to practice) them correctly and call out the answer wins and takes both 
cards. Play continues until all the cards are gone, and the winner is the one with the most cards. 
 
 
 
 



8.  Total of 10: 
Lay out 20 cards on the table face up. (Leave out face cards or change them to equal 0, while aces 
equal 1). Kids remove sets of cards that add up to 10, ultimately trying to remove all the cards from the 
table.  
 

9.  Fraction War: 
Students deal two cards, a numerator and denominator, then determine whose fraction is the largest. 
The winner keeps all four cards, and play continues until the cards are gone. 
 

10.  Bingo: 
Remove the face cards and have each student lay out a 4 x 4 playing “board” of cards. The remaining 
cards (or another deck) are placed face down, and a caller flips over a card. Any player who has that 
number on their board turns the card face down. Play continues until one player has a row flipped over 
horizontally, vertically, or diagonally and calls “Bingo! 
 

11.  I Spy: 
Lay out cards on the table, then take turns giving clues. “I spy two cards that add up to 12.” 
Differentiate for younger kids with options like, “I spy a card that’s less than 4,” or for older ones: “I spy 
two cards that are factors of 12.” 
 

12.  Triple-Digit Dare: 
Each player gets three cards and privately determines the highest three-digit number they can make 
(you can use decimals or not, depending on age). Then, each player has a turn to stick with the cards 
they have, swap with one from the deck, or steal one of the other player’s. All players then lay down 
their best number to see who wins. 
 

13.  Round to 10: 
Each player deals two cards and lays them on the board. Then, round to the nearest ten to find the 
winner of that hand. 
 

14.  Close Call: 
Each player deals themselves four cards, then determines how to arrange them so they make two two-
digit numbers that add up as close as possible to 100 without going over. For a subtraction version, 
work to get as close to zero as possible. 
 

15.  Fact Practice: 
Lay down two cards from the deck (remove the face cards first) and add, subtract, or multiply them. 
Players can work on this alone, or you can make it a contest to see who can call out the correct answer 
first. 
 

16.  Read My Mind: 
Two players draw a card from the deck without looking and hold it up to their forehead facing out. A 
third player mentally multiplies the numbers and gives them the product. The students then must 
figure out what number each is holding. You can do this with addition and subtraction too. 


